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NorthWestern Energy is in the process of a four-year program
to replace existing street lights with energy-efficient light-
emitting diode (LED) lights. The project will include about
43,000 utility-owned streetlights to be replaced between 2019
and 2023 in communities in our Montana service territory.
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• Why LEDs – Energy Efficiency
– LED streetlights use about 50 percent less electricity than traditional 

High-Pressure Sodium lights, last two to three times longer, and 
provide better light quality for motorists and pedestrians.

– When the nearly 43,000 streetlights are replaced in Montana, the 
estimated energy savings will total about 11.5 million kilowatt hours 
(kWh) per year. That’s enough electricity saved to power about 1,280 
homes per year.

– LED light source is very directional
– Diffusing/filtering (Dark Sky & Light Trespass)

• Why Now 
– NorthWestern has been evaluating LED streetlights for several years. 
– Recent price decreases have made them more cost effective.  
– HPS products are being phased out by manufacturers.
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• Benefits – lower wattage, lower maintenance, smart city technology 
ready – dimmable capable

• Cost – no upfront customer costs

• Like for like fixture replacement
– LED “equivalent” identified for each standard offering HPS fixture
– Dark Sky compliant fixtures added 

• Color of LED
– LED lights rated at 3000 Kelvin (K), which have hue/tone as warm white, 

vs LED lights with a higher K rating that are more blue/cool white.
– 3000K is widely available and cost effective, and 2700K is becoming 

available
– AMA & IDA recommend 3000K
– Majority of US street lighting today 4000K
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• Project Timeframe
– Montana communities will see the switch between 2019 and 

2022. 
• Will All Streetlights Be Replaced? 

– No. The NorthWestern LED project will not affect “customer-
owned” streetlights or ‘private’ lights. NorthWestern owned yard 
and area lighting will not be part of this LED project but will likely 
be upgraded once the initial project is completed.

• Cost of Project
– The overall project is expected to cost about $24 million. The 

project involves replacing existing street lighting heads on a one-
to-one basis with equivalent LED products. The LED products will 
be selected to have similar light patterns and lumens. Generally, 
poles will not be replaced nor styles of lighting fixtures changed.
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Thank You!

Questions?
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